The thermally activated vortex transport in the Bose glass state where vortices are localized on the columnar defects has been formulated in terms of the nucleation creep model ' . This model was originally proposed to describe the motion of dislocation in the random field of point defects 11, and was later adapted to the description of vortes creep in high temperature superconductors 12. Thermally activated vortex motion is considered a s the sequence of the thermally activated jumps of the vortes segments or vortex bundles between the metastable states generated by disorder. Every elementary jump is viewed as the nucleation of the vortes loop, and the mean velocity of the vortex configuration -J determined by the nucleation rate of the optimal loop or the critical nucleous:
Here 6F is the free energy for the formation of the critical nucleous and is determined by the balance between elasticity, pinning and driving Lorentz forces.
Before the description of the dynamics itself let us review briefly the pinning properties of the Bose glass state 7910. One can distinguish two main regions on the B -T plain with respect to the pinning. Below some characteristic interaction field B*(T), which we will define in Appendix, vortices are pinned individually, whereas at B > B*(T) interactions between vortex lines become essential and one has to consider pinning of vortex bundles. .
Let us consider first low fields B < B* and low temperatures (the esact criteria will .
be given below), where each vortex is trapped near a single columnar pin. We model a columnar pin by a cylindrical cavity with radius ro. Solving the London and GinzburgLandau equations one can find the following interpolation formula for the vortex binding Critical currents at B < B* can be found as the ionization field necessary to pull out the particle out of the 2D potential well analogously to the usual Frantz-Keldysh effect 14.
At T I < T < T a l those are the wells associated with the single rod, whereas at T a l < 
for the hopping distance u* < ao. When the hopping distance esceeds the vortes spacing, creep is governed by the CDW-like pinning 14, and the corresponding pinning energy read:
whereJb is some characteristic current describing pinning of vortes bundles '-lo. For more details concerning collective creep through the system of columnar defects see' v' ' . where the estimate 9 N (Uod2)-l has been used. 
